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HEART GOALS...

We have all heard of SMART goals, but what about HEART goals.

H- here and now

E- everyday

A- accept the setbacks

R- realize you are worth it

T- trust the process

As you create your goals, think  of how you can start HERE and

NOW. For example, if you want to run a full marathon one day, you

do not have to wait to have it on your goal list when you can run 10

miles. You can start HERE and NOW with a 10 minute walk.

Your goal should be at the pinnacle of everyday. Do you say 'yes' or

'no' to activities based on your goals? Do you add one more thing to

your to-do list if it does not further your goal?

Accept that there will be setbacks and in those, know that you are

worth it. Realize that through the process, growth happens and

trust that process.

FOR THE NEXT 21 DAYS, I WILL:

IN 90 DAYS, I WILL:

LOOKING BEYOND....MY LONG TERM GOAL IS:

TAKE YOUR JOURNAL AND JOT DOWN YOUR HEART GOALS...
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CREATE YOUR TAGLINE

Big companies shouldn't be the only

ones with a slogan or tagline. YOU are

your CEO.

CREATE THAT SHIT.

Let's get started on your own personal

marketing campaign that you feel in

your soul, that feeds your goals, and

sparks your vision.

What are three things you want people to know about you? What do

people usually assume? Do these align. What drives you- no, not your

work or your day to day, but what ignites that fire in your belly.

Do you want someone to know that you are an avid runner with a passion

for social justice? But you may continually respond to the "hello, my name

is XYZ and I work at ABC Business as a Content Manager"?

Stop. That. Right. There.

You are more than your 9-5.

Try, "Hello, I am XYZ. My passion is working within social justice

organizations for systems change and I just started training for the

Chicago Marathon. It's so great to meet you. What are you passionate

about?"

What will your tagline say about you?
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DAILY JOURNAL
Do you feel weighed down with the

daily mess? 

Unsure of how to escape the brain

clutter much like the dishes stacking

up or countless to-do;s?

Why not brain dump. 1-5 minutes a day.

Just dump. Anything and everything.

Think of this as your entry way to your

home, kick off your shoes, leave your

bag, keys, and junk mail.

Make a copy of this page, get a journal,

type it in your notes. Do whatever you

need to do.

DUMP. THAT. SHIT. HERE.

Breathe. Doesn't that feel better. Inhale the

good. Exhale the shit.
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WHAT IS SUCCESS?
Success means something different to

every person.

Let's dig into what it means for YOU in

this current season of life.

Let's dig in by answering these questions.

What did you do today to

fill up your success cup?

How do you define success in a broad sense?

What would a successful life look like to you?

Do your HEART goals align with your vision for success, both right now in

this season of life and long-term? If not, how will you adjust your goals?

Are you filling up your success "cups" everyday to help reach your HEART

goals? Just like the best desserts, sometimes it takes a little of this and a

dash of this; plus time, mistakes, and lots of taste testing. 
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